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Created by Dr. Deborah Paone based on work of the National Implementation
Research Network (NIRN) of UNC. See: https://nirn.fpg.unc.edu/nationalimplementation-research-network
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Business Planning Mindset*
Put on a “business planning” mindset to clarify or re-assess:
Purpose
Why are we doing
this and why now?

Funding
Do we have a source of
funds to test/pilot?
What are our options
for sustainability?

Strategy

Scope/Scale

How does it align with
our mission and
services?

How many participants,
covering what area, and in
what timeframe?

Will this require
partners to implement?

Program
Components

Who will make a good
partner?

Do we have or can we
develop the capacity to
follow the CAPABLE
model?

* Adapted From: Business Planning Toolkit for Dementia Programs, ©2015, Deborah Paone; prepared for U.S.
Administration for Community Living. Found at ACL Business Toolkit, Paone, 2015
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Business Planning Mindset - continued
Put on a “business planning” mindset to clarify or re-assess:
Champion/Lead

Program Flow

Who will lead the program
implementation and
coordination?

What will our workflow/processes
be? (Do we have to modify?)

Marketing/Referral

Evaluation

Are the marketing and referral
pathways clear? Are we
successfully identifying and
screening to offer CAPABLE to
the target group?

How are we defining success and
assessing our impact?

How does CAPABLE connect to our
regular workflows?

How will we sustain this if it works?

* Adapted From: Business Planning Toolkit for Dementia Programs, ©2015, Deborah Paone; prepared for U.S.
Administration for Community Living. Found at ACL Business Toolkit, Paone, 2015
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Approach =

Tested, Evidence-Based

Results

Older adult is the expert

• Increased physical function
• Reduced depression
• Fewer hospitalizations over
time; need for nursing
facility long-term placement
delayed/avoided
• Environment modified to
support person

Team supports what older
adult wants

AGE IN COMMUNITY
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CAPABLE Evidence Base – Making the Case
MORE THAN 6X RETURN ON INVESTMENT
Roughly $3,000 in program costs yielded more than $30,000 in savings in medical costs
driven by reductions in both inpatient and outpatient expenditures.*
HALVED DIFFICULTIES IN FUNCTION
Participants had difficulty with an average of 3.9 out of 8.0 Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) at baseline,
compared to 2.0 after five months.
IMPROVED MOTIVATION
The change in physical environment further motivates the participant. Addressing both the
people and the environment in which they live allows the person to thrive.
REDUCED SYMPTOMS OF DEPRESSION
Symptoms of depression, as well as the ability to grocery shop and manage medications also
improved.
*Ruiz et. al, 2017
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Protocol Program Fidelity
Program Fidelity/Evidence-based is important to all stakeholders--especially payers
Participant

MONTH 1

MONTH 2

MONTH 3

MONTH 4

Occupational
Therapist
Handy
Worker-Housing
Repair Specialist
Registered Nurse

An in-home program targeting older adults with functional limitations to achieve functional goals
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Implementation – Key Operational Areas to get right:
1

Organization has structured process around Recruitment, Referral, & Enrollment
•
•

2

Selection criteria
Invitation, initial intake, schedule initial OT visit

CAPABLE Program is delivered with Fidelity to the JHU evidence-based model
•
•
•
•
•
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Follow visit protocol – OT opens case; 6 OT visits, 4 RN visits (minimum 8 total) with home mod based on Action Plan
Communication, coordination, and documentation within and across team
Progress tied to participant’s Action Plans
Coordination with others as indicated by Action Plan
“Graduation”– Participant Survey

Data Collection, Aggregation & Analysis provides key information for Evaluation & Value ROI
•
•
•

Individual level data is accurate & complete; Aggregated data robust
A feedback loop for continuous learning across team
Information for decision-makers - sustaining/scaling and determining success
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Stakeholders – Those interested in preventing falls and
functional decline of older adults and of the homes they live in . . .
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Participants & potential participants and their families & care partners
Your own organization’s leadership and Board members or investors
The clinicians and home repair specialist(s) who deliver CAPABLE
Partner organization(s) that employ the CAPABLE team
Funders/Payers (now and potential)
Top referring organizations & people
Community where CAPABLE is delivered, includes town/city, county and the
State
➢ Healthcare, housing, aging services and other community-based
organizations in the community where CAPABLE is delivered
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Value Equation from Various Perspectives
STAKEHOLDER

TOP VALUE

STAKEHOLDER

TOP VALUE

Potential Participant

Life changes for the better

Primary care providers

Fewer patient falls/calls; better
patient health

Your Organization’s
leadership

Service, mission,
reputation, cover costs

Hospital & ER

Fewer hospital readmissions

Your Partners

Service, mission, payment

Managed care
organization

Reduced hospital/ER costs and
improved member satisfaction

OT, RN, and Housing
Repair Specialist

Service excellence and
satisfaction

Federal Medicare
Program

Reduced Medicare costs due to
avoided hospital/ER costs; better
quality outcomes

Local senior service
providers

Ability to refer their clients
to a proven, effective
program

State Medicaid
Program

Reduced Medicaid costs due to
avoiding early admissions to a
nursing home; better quality
outcomes

Private Philanthropist
or Foundation

Health outcomes &
Community impact

City/Town Services
(EMT, Fire)

Reduce “pick up from floor calls”

©2015 Dr. Deborah Paone, Paone & Associates, LLC
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Set Scope and Scale that is attainable
Define These

Example

Geographic area/region to cover

Metro area - 5 zip codes

Inclusion and exclusion criteria (age, cognition,
functional limitations)

62+; no or mild cognitive deficit; 1+ activities of daily living
challenges; 1+ chronic conditions; low-income

Current or new clients/patients/members

Current patient of X medical group, Y managed care plan or
Z healthcare ACO, or State Medicaid

Datasets needed for identifying qualified
candidates or confirming referral

Access to systems to confirm eligibility and secure approval
to start service – e.g., ACO, managed care organization,
State Medicaid

Expected referral sources and referring;
individual outreach

Selection criteria to ensure qualified candidates; lead
organization confirms eligibility prior to start

Volume targets and capacity; Costs

Can handle up to 10 participants per month for maximum
of 120 participants; Minimum break even is 50 per year.
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Data Collection, Aggregation & Analysis provides key information for
Evaluation, Decision-making, Demonstrating Value
Process & Program Measures, such as:
• # Invited, # Started, # Completed, Why refused
• Referral sources, outreach effectiveness
• Demographic information – age, gender, zip code, health payer

#

#

Outcome Measures, such as Pre to Post change in:
• Functional status (ADL, IADL)
• Depression; Pain
• Falls self-efficacy; Self-report of health status
Utilization, healthcare costs impact
• Reduction in ER, Hospitalization, Nursing home use, TCOC
Participant Measures (self-report)
• Goals Met, Partially Met, Not Met
• CAPABLE Participant Experience (post CAPABLE survey)
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Program
Satisfaction:
CAPABLE v.
Attention
Group after
Participation
Szanton et al JAMA Internal
Medicine, 2019
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Demonstrating Value
➢ Required capacity and capability – accounting, data aggregation, analysis acumen
➢ Regular feedback dashboard reports to the payer/stakeholder that referred the
participant (aggregate AND individual)
➢ Quarterly or Annually - Full analysis by payer or referral group
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Volume - # of participants, # of visits, total units of service, timeframe
Case stories are very important to illustrate qualitative results – cases of payer/referral sources
Goals met & satisfaction of participants
Costs/payment for volume delivered
Health status changes based on valid measures - (show estimated value of outcomes achieved including
potential on costs and quality measures)

➢ Estimated cost-benefit result - calculate using the above factors

➢ “Proving” the ROI – For Total Cost of Care and utilization, ROI will require a multiyear commitment to track effects beyond the end of the program, for example 12, 24 months out, to see the effects on healthcare utilization
©2015 Dr. Deborah Paone, Paone & Associates, LLC
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CAPABLE Dashboard to Value Estimate
1

Select your measures

2

Use your aggregate data to show results
(graphs, trend lines)

What has been shown:
• Change in ADL/IADL status
• Change in depression scores
• Participant Experience results
• Hospital, ER, and Nursing Home
Use compared to baseline

3
Assign Value – What it could mean in
$$$ - use data and make estimates
• Improve ADL/IADL status = reduce
falls risk = $ on admissions, ER
• Reduce depression scores = better
engagement in self care = better
condition status = doctor visits,
medications

• Participant Experience =
member/patient experience survey
scores on CAHPS = quality rating
• Hospital, ER, and Nursing Home
decrease = show scenarios highest to
lowest, assign $$ value to each
based on regional cost information
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Capacity and Capability “Must Haves” to access pay for
service payment – You have to:
•
•
•
•

Have top leadership visible and sustained commitment
Be able to offer the program consistently and with fidelity and on demand
Know your costs & have a funding model
Have the necessary legal/business contracting, information system, and
insurance capacity
• Be able to track each participant individually AND aggregate each participant
for a payer profile report
• Monitor quality of service to meet payer’s expectations
• Be able to work with data and payers (e.g., with additional utilization, quality
measurement, or other participant-specific data) to demonstrate value and
return on investment
©2015 Dr. Deborah Paone, Paone & Associates, LLC
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What to do next: A Readiness Re-assessment
• Know Yourself – Clarify Purpose, Organizational Commitment,
Strategy, Partners – Do a S.W.O.T. analysis
• Know Your Service – Capacity, Capability, Lead Staff, Operations,
Process/Procedures, Workflows, Quality Monitoring, Technology
and other key infrastructure support such as insurance/legal
• Know Your Outcomes – Database and data processes, Collecting,
Synthesizing, Analyzing, Evaluating, Reporting, Presenting
©2015 Dr. Deborah Paone, Paone & Associates, LLC
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References & Resources
• Business Planning for Dementia: Toolkit NADRC (acl.gov) WEBINAR at: https://youtu.be/UNSM586RCao
• Medicare and Medicaid Basics (cms.gov)

• Medicaid Can Partner With Housing Providers and Others to Address Enrollees’ Social Needs | Center on Budget and Policy Priorities
(cbpp.org)
• 10 Things to Know about Medicaid: Setting the Facts Straight (kff.org)
• Welcome to the Return on Investment (ROI) Calculator for Partnerships to Address the Social Determinants of Health | Commonwealth
Fund
• Homage: Calculating the ROI of a Partnership to Meet the Health-Related Social Needs of Medicare Advantage Plan Members
(commonwealthfund.org)
• Program Financing | Playbook (bettercareplaybook.org)
• Reimbursement for Evidence-Based Health Promotion Programs in the Community | Playbook (bettercareplaybook.org)
• The National Council on Aging (ncoa.org)
• The Aging and Disability Business Institute Worksheets for Community-Based Integrated Care Networks (johnahartford.org)
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Questions?

Site Implementation
DEBORAH PAONE

• Implementation
• Business Acumen
• Operational Considerations

DrPH, MHSA
Implementation and
Evaluation
dpaone1@jhu.edu
debpaone1@gmail.com
952-200-6810

• Measures, Evaluation
• Sustainability Planning
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